THE EPSILON AND APEIRON
DOOR SETS
MAIN BENEFITS

A truly modular solution to
escalating security threats
that also reduces long term
investment.
Deploy at the lowest practical SR level safe in the
knowledge that your investment will NOT be wasted even
if the threats change, saving anything up to 50% at outset.
Estate security is expensive to implement and to maintain
across a large regional or national geographic area,
often because the dynamics of the threat can be locally
influenced.
With the Epsilon and Apeiron door sets there is no longer
any need to worry about “What if the threat changes”.
As threats change (which they do) don’t put-off
protecting your estate to the correct level because of
worries about discarding significant security investments.
Upgradability means that your initial investment is not
only safe but provides a ‘Fast-track’ to achieving the
correct level of security.
Dynamically in-step with the threat, upgrading is far
faster than throwing away your existing security doors
and replacing them with a better specification. This
route offers savings typically in excess of 30% at the 1st
increment stage (say LPS 1175: Issue 7 Security Rating 1
to 2) and closer to 60% at the second increment (say LPS
1175: Issue 7 Security Rating 3 to 4).

Private-I
Hodgson Sayers has developed an innovative product
called Private-I, which is a dynamic security and remote
protocol access management system with built-in
encryption layers and failsafe. SMART enabled, the
system can be instantly adapted to the security level or
responsive to a change in threat.
The management protocols can also be set to monitor
access to any site where the system is installed, discreetly
or overtly, via data, image capture or video link. The
product not only complements the Apeiron and Epsilon
upgradeable security doors – but can also fit almost any
door type from any manufacturer.

In response to increased threat levels it is easy, fast
and economic to upgrade adjacent sites that may also
become under threat to an appropriate level of security
as part of a managed security response to the changing
world. Because of the designed-in upgradability even
specific threats not currently covered can often be
addressed with bespoke upgrades, again without having
to discard significant investments.
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